T he Big Eclipse
by Nancy Coffelt

On Monday, August 21, 2017, a total solar eclipse will
cross the continental United States from Oregon to South
Carolina. Millions live in the the “path of totality” while
500 million people in North America will experience the
partial phases of the eclipse. This rare natural event will
provide a wonderful opportunity for educators and
families to introduce nature, science and astronomy
concepts to young minds.
The Big Eclipse, by acclaimed children’s illustrator and
author, Nancy Coffelt, captures the sense of wonder and
excitement of a total solar eclipse through its cast of
charming animal characters as they follow the path of the
2017 eclipse across America. Readers will learn what
causes eclipses, about strange eclipse effects, eclipse
myths and what hippos do when day turns to night. Most
importantly, the book makes clear why it’s necessary to
protect your eyes when viewing the sun, especially
during an eclipse – and how to do so safely. Each book
comes with a safe solar eclipse viewer for kids to use.

The Big Eclipse
by Nancy Coffelt
ISBN 978–194517085- 0
10×12” paperback
16 pages
Includes eclipse viewer
Made in the USA

To order, contact:
Elaine Cuyler, Publisher
Orbit Oregon, LLC
503–314–1819
orbitoregon@gmail.com
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The Big Eclipse is a captivating,
“
astronomically accurate, fun-filled adventure
of what to exactly expect and how to safely
see and enjoy all the phenomena that surround
this upcoming total solar eclipse. It educates
and engages children (and adults) flawlessly
with the levity necessary to get the most out
of nature’s most awesome spectacle.

”

– Mike Kentrianakis, Solar Eclipse Project
Manager, American Astronomical Society
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Oregon native NANCY COFFELT lives in Baker City,
Oregon, a small town that will be in the path of the 2017
total solar eclipse. Nancy began her career as a fine artist
and soon branched out into illustration and writing for
young people. Known for her bright oil pastel imagery
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